A Particle Filter based Multi-person Tracking with Occlusion Handling
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Abstract: A multi-person tracking method is proposed concerning how to conquer the difficulties such as occlusion and changes in appearance which makes algorithm hard to get the correct positions of object. First, we indicate whether the target is blocked or not, through computing the Reliability of Tracklets (RT) based on the length of tracklets, appearance affinity and the size. Then, we propose a “correct” observation sample selection method and only update the weights of particle filter when the RT is high. Last, the greedy bipartite algorithm is used to realize data association. Experiments show that tracking can be successfully achieved even under severe occlusion.

1 INTRODUCTION

Multiple targets tracking play a key role in various applications, such as surveillance, robotics, human motion analysis and others. Tracking multiple objects in real time in an accurate way is to find all target trajectories in a given video scene while ensuring the target identities are correct. However, due to frequent occlusion by clutter or other objects, similar appearances of different objects, and other factors, target trajectories are fragmented. There are challenges made linking the fragmented trajectories up so difficult: such as targets often exit the field of view and enter back later on; and often become occluded by other targets or objects in the scene. These factors will get the appearance of target changed greatly, which make the target re-identify difficult. Thus, the tracking methods will suffer from track fragmentations and identity switches. In this paper, the Reliability of Tracklets (RT) is used to decrease the effect of occlusion, and only update the weights of particle filter when the RT is high.

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows: (i) Selecting the correct object positions from the output set of the particle filter and detectors; (ii) An observing the selection process with RT is brought into the particle filter that could deal with partial object occlusion and generate reliable tracklets.

2 RELATED WORKS

Recently, with the big progress of object detection(Yang and Nevatia, 2012, Felzenszwalb et al., 2014, Dollar et al., 2012, Dollár et al., 2010), the detect-then-track approaches(Breitenstein et al., 2011, Brendel et al., 2011, Pellegrini et al., 2010) have become increasingly popular. The main idea of the detect-then-track approaches is that a detector is run on each frame to get the position and size of target, and then the data association is used to linked detections across multi-frames to obtain target trajectories and must not be assigned two different detections to the same target. Classical data association approaches include probability data association filter (PDA)(Bar-Shalom et al., 2010), joint probability data association filter (JPDA)(Fortmann et al., 1983), greedy matching (Pirsiavash et al., 2011), hungarian algorithm (H., 1955) or particle filters (Breitenstein et al., 2009), et al. To distinguish between each separate target and improve the accuracy of the data association, the appearance model (Xing et al., 2009, Li et al., 2008) is usually employed to associate the target and detections. And to conquer frequent
prolonged occlusions and target interactions, the appearance should be updated. Online methods (Grabner et al., 2006, Collins et al., 2005, Babenko et al., 2009, Kalal et al., 2010) can be used to update the appearance of the object. Also to improve the accuracy of multi-object tracking, along with appearance models based on simple cues like color histograms, linear motion models help in maintaining track identity while linking tracklets by enforcing motion smoothness. Like, B. Wu (Wu and Nevatia, 2005) associates object hypotheses with detections by evaluating their affinities for appearances, positions, and sizes. X. Song (Song et al., 2008) associates object hypotheses with detections using three affinity terms: position, size, and the score of the person-specific classifier based on online learning. However, the above kind of detect-then-track approaches depends on the precise of the detectors. Unfortunately the detectors are often not perfect and can fail to detect the object of interest, or identify a false target position, which will accumulative error over time, resulting in tracking drift and failure. We proposed a correct observation sample selection method to compensate the error made by the detector. Through computing the RT of tracklets, we indicate whether the target is blocked or not. Our proposed framework is shown in figure 1.

![Figure 1: An Overview of our Proposed Multi-Object Tracking Framework.](image)

### 3 SAMPLE SELECTION

The Particle filtering (Breitenstein et al., 2009) is a method for state estimation based on a Monte Carlo method and it handles nonlinear models with non-Gaussian noise. The particle filter approximates the state of the object in these two steps by updating the weights of the particles. And it can be done by well-known two-step recursion procedure:

**Predict:**

\[
p(s^t_i | o^t_{i-1}) = \int p(s^t_i | s^t_{i-1})p(s^t_{i-1} | o^t_{i-1})
\]

**Update:**

\[
p(s^t_i | o^t_i) \propto p(o^t_i | s^t_i)p(s^t_i | o^t_{i-1})
\]

Where \(s^t_i\) is the position and size of particular object \(i\) at frame \(t\). \(s^t_{i-1}\) is the states of the object \(i\) form the frame 1 to \(t\). \(o^t_{i-1}\) is the observations of the object \(i\) form the frame 1 to \(t\).

The state of the object can be well updated, only if the system has a reliable observation model. However if some object(s) is blocked, we won’t have the correct position of target. A lot of methods were proposed to solve this problem, like (Yang and Nevatia, 2012, Song et al., 2008). They collected \(N\) images or image patches with different locations and scales from a small neighbourhood around the current tracking location, which made the prediction method confused which one is the correct observation sample. So we only select one “correct” sample as observation sample. The selection process is illustrated in figure 2.

Since tracklets with low RT (Reliability of Tracklets) values are likely to be polluted by occlusion, we propose to infer occlusion information from the RT scores and eventually utilize only those with high RT. We assume that a target’s appearance changes little in short time. So we use the previous \(n\) (n=5) frames to represent the appearance of object to be tracked. In order to represent the target more precisely, the cumulative histogram of the past \(n\) frames is used to represent the targets. The HOG (Histogram of Oriented Gradient) (Dalal and Triggs, 2005) and RGB Histogram techniques are used to generate the features. The benefits of our technique include: reducing the impact of the occlusion, by updating the observation template only with samples of RT values higher than 0.5.
4 RELIABILITY CRITERION OF TRACKLETS

In order to get reliable trajectories, a criteria is proposed to judge the reliability of the target trajectory. In our algorithm, a tracklet which is considered as reliable needs to fulfill three requirements:

- It is longer than a certain threshold;
- A high affinity between a tracklet and an associated detection;
- The size of the detected object has not changed substantially. That means the target is not occluded and successfully segmented from the background.

According to these three constraints, we propose the criteria to calculate the reliability of the target trajectory. The formula:

$$RT(T_i) = \left( \frac{1}{L} \sum_{t=s}^{e} A(T_i, d_t^i) \right) \times \left( 1 - \frac{L - W}{L} \right) \times \left( 1 - \frac{\#F(t) - \frac{1}{n} \sum_{x=1}^{n} \#F(t-x)}{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{x=1}^{n} \#F(t-x)} \right)$$ (3)

where $RT$ is an abbreviation for Reliability of Tracklets. $T_i$ is tracklet of target $i$; $d_t^i$ is detections. $s$ and $e$ are the time stamps of the start- and end-frame of the tracklet. $A$ is used to calculate the affinity between trajectories and detections. $\#F(t)$ indicates the total number of pixels in detecting box at frame $t$, while $\frac{1}{n} \sum_{x=1}^{n} \#F(t-x)$ represents the average pixel numbers of $x$ frames before frame $t$ in their respective detecting box. $L$ is the length of a tracklet, and $W$ is the number of frames in which the object $i$ is missing due to occlusion by other objects or unreliable detection, and is given as:

$$W = F_{end}^i - F_{begin}^i - L^i + 1$$ (4)

Where $F_{end}^i$ is the end of frame of the target $i$, and $F_{begin}^i$ is the start of frame of the target $i$, $L^i$ is the length of tracklets of target $i$.

From formula (3) we can see that the larger RT value is, the more reliable the trajectory is. So we use the formula (3) to judge the reliability of the trajectory.

The appearance, shape and motion attributes are calculated to compare the affinity between two tracklets. See more details in literature [24].

$$A(T_i, d_t^i) = A_a(T_i, d_t^i) \times A_m(T_i, d_t^i) \times A_v(T_i, d_t^i)$$ (5)

Appearance Model: We use HOG+RGB histograms as the appearance model of a tracklet.

$$A_a(T_i, T_j) = \exp(-d(T_i, T_j))$$ (6)

In equation (6), $d$ is the Bhattacharyya distance.

Motion Model: We calculate both the forward velocity and backward velocity of the tracklet as its motion model. The forward velocity is calculated from the refined position of the tail response of the tracklet while the backward velocity is calculated from the refined position of the head response of the tracklet.

$$A_m(T_i, T_j) = G(p_{tail}^i + v_{tail}^i \Delta t; p_{head}^j, \Sigma^B_j) \times G(p_{tail}^j + v_{tail}^j \Delta t; p_{head}^i, \Sigma^B_i)$$ (7)

In equation (7), motion model in forward direction is represented by a gaussian $\{x_F^i, \Sigma_F^i\}$, and in backward direction by a gaussian $\{x_B^j, \Sigma_B^j\}$. $p_{tail}^i$ is the position of the head response of tracklet $T_i$ and $p_{tail}^j$ is the position of the tail response of tracklet $T_j$.

Size Model: we calculate the height $h$ and width $w$ of objects.
\[ A_i(T_j, T_j) = \exp \left( - \frac{h_i - h_j + w_i - w_j}{h_i + h_j + w_i + w_j} \right) \]  

(8)

Where, \( h \) is height and \( w \) is width.

5 DATA ASSOCIATION BASED ON GREEDY BIPARTITE GRAPH MATCH

The greedy bipartite graph match (Breitenstein et al., 2009, Birnbaum and Mathieu, 2008) is used to associate the detections with existing trajectories in every frame. First, the similarity is computed between tracklets and detections to get the matching pairs. Then, the pair with maximum similarity score is iteratively selected, and the rows and columns belonging to tracklets and detections are deleted. This is repeated until no further valid pair is found. Finally, in order to guarantee a selected detection is actually a good match to a target, we only save the pairs above the threshold we set.

The detections which are not associated with any existing trajectories are used to initialize a new potential trajectory. Once the length of a potential trajectory becomes longer than a threshold, it gets formally initialized. On the other hand, when a new detection is associated to a trajectory, we update all its state variables, namely, the position, the size, the velocity, the RT based on the new detection. However, due to occlusion or miss-detection, there are some fragmentations in trajectories, we use extrapolation and interpolation method to complement trajectory.

6 EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

6.1 Tracking Results

We tested our algorithm on several publicly challenging available video sequences, which are ETH BAHNHOF sequence, ETH SUNNY DAY sequence, ETH JELMOLI sequence. We use the ground truth annotations and automatic evaluation code provided by (Bing et al., 2014) for quantitative evaluation. In these provided annotations, “BAHNHOF” sequence contains 95 individuals over 399 frames. “SUNNY DAY” sequence contains 30 individuals over 354 frames. Below are the tracking results and the trajectories of targets.

(a) Frame 11
(b) Frame 19 (target 1 is blocked by target 3)
(c) Frame 71 (From the left to right: the second target, labelled by 7, stopped moving in frame 71)
(d) Frame 186 (Our algorithm correctly recaptured the target. Then until it disappeared from the visual field, the label of the target is still No.7)
(e) Frame 301

Figure 3: Tracking results on BAHNHOF scene.
Figure 4: Tracking results on Sunny Day scene.

Figure 5: Tracking results on Jelmoli scene.
Table 1: ETH dataset tracking results comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>FAF</th>
<th>GT</th>
<th>MT</th>
<th>PT</th>
<th>ML</th>
<th>Frag</th>
<th>IDS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRIMPT(Kuo and Nevatia, 2011)</td>
<td>76.8%</td>
<td>86.6%</td>
<td>0.891</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>58.4%</td>
<td>33.6%</td>
<td>8.0%</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our method</td>
<td>79.6%</td>
<td>90.1%</td>
<td>0.696</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>66.3%</td>
<td>24.2%</td>
<td>8.4%</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2 Evaluation Metric

Since it is difficult to use a single score to judge any tracking performance, several definitions are used as follows:

- Recall: correctly matched detections / total detections in ground truth.
- Precision: correctly matched detections / total detections in the tracking result.
- FAF: average false alarms per frame.
- GT: the number of trajectories in ground truth.
- MT: the ratio of mostly tracked trajectories, which are successfully tracked for more than 80%.
- ML: the ratio of mostly lost trajectories, which are successfully tracked for less than 20%.
- PT: the ratio of partially tracked trajectories, i.e., 1-MT-ML.
- Frag: fragments, the number of times the ground truth trajectory is interrupted.
- IDS: id switches, the number of times that a tracked trajectory changes its matched id.

Higher scores the recall, precision and MT are the better results of tracking algorithm are. While, lower scores the FAF, ML, PT, Frag and IDS are indicate the better results of the tracking method.

We evaluate our approach on two public sequences: ETH BAHNHOF sequence and ETH SUNNY DAY sequence. These two sequences are captured by a stereo pair of cameras mounted on a moving child stroller in a busy street scene. Because of the low view angle and forward moving cameras, occlusions and interactions of the targets frequently occur in these video sequences, which make the dataset rather challenging. For fair comparison, the two sequences are both from the left camera and also use the same ground truth as reference(Kuo and Nevatia, 2011). The tracking evaluation results are shown in Table 1.

Compared with (Kuo and Nevatia, 2011), the improvement is obvious for some metrics. Our approach achieves the highest recall. It also achieves the lowest Frag, ID switches. Meanwhile, our approach achieves competitive performance on precision, false alarms per frame compared with (Kuo and Nevatia, 2011).
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